Autocue Starter Teleprompters

Simply the best entry-level teleprompters on the market – join over 10,000 customers that have chosen Autocue since 1955.

ENTRY-LEVEL BROADCAST SOLUTIONS FROM THE EXPERTS
Our Starter Series solutions are ideal for a range of applications, including delivering pieces to camera, speeches to live audiences, video conferencing and sales and training videos.

**KEY FEATURES**

- The same excellent build quality and special broadcast glass you find in our advanced (Professional and Master) prompting solutions.
- Arrives pre-assembled and flat-packed for instant installation and easy transportation.
- Includes all the hardware, software (Mac & PC) and cables you need to start prompting.
- Fully adjustable hood and mounting plates accommodate all ENG, DV and DSLR camera and lens types (size restrictions apply on 7”, iPhone and iPad Lite units).
- Multiple solutions in one box – each teleprompter (except the iPad Lite) can be re-configured as a straight-read prompter in order to use with a light ring, and the 17” can also be used as a floor-standing prompter.
- Includes a full 3-year warranty on the metalwork and 1-year warranty on the monitor.

**QSTART SOFTWARE**

- Dual screen functionality that reverses the script for reflection in the prompt monitor but keeps it the right way round on the PC and Mac.
- Multi-language text and menus with icon-based action buttons.
- Multiple control options.
- Import QStart, doc, .docx, .rtf and .txt files.
- Formatting and search functionality.
- Undo script changes.
- Find and replace tool.
- Ability to set markers in the script and assign keys to them.

**CONTROLLERS & ACCESSORIES**

- ShuttleXpress Hand Control
- SSP Carry Case
- Wireless Scroll Control
- SSP17 Carry Case
- Foot Scroll Control
- Wired iPad Controller
- iPad Adapter Plate
- Wired/iPad Controller
- iPad Adapter Plate

**WEIGHT (On Camera)**

- **SSP17** (16.7 lbs)
- **SSP10** (5.7 lbs)
- **SSPTABLET** (8.8 lbs)
- **SSPPAD** (5.5 lbs)
- **SSPPAD LITE** (4.2 lbs)
- **SSP7** (2.4 lbs)
- **SSP10 LITE** (2.2 lbs)
- **SSPPHONE** (2.4 lbs)
- **ESP-MAN/SSP17** (2.4 lbs)

**MONITOR SIZE**

- **SSP17** 17” LCD
- **SSP10** 10.4” LCD
- **SSPTABLET** 11.6” LCD
- **SSPPAD** 9.7” LCD
- **SSPPAD LITE** 9.7” LCD
- **SSP7** 7” LCD
- **SSP10 LITE** 7” LCD
- **SSPPHONE** 7” LCD
- **ESP-MAN/SSP17** 17” LCD

**IMAGE INPUTS**

- **Composite (BNC), VGA, S-Video**
- **Composite (BNC), VGA, S-Video**
- **N/A**
- **30-pin dock connector port**
- **30-pin dock connector port**
- **Composite (BNC) & VGA**
- **30-pin dock connector port**
- **Composite (BNC), VGA, S-Video**

**ENTRY LEVEL HARDWARE PACKAGE**

- Entry-level hardware package enabling you to turn an iPad into a portable teleprompter (iPad not included), suitable for smaller DV and DSLR cameras.

**QSTART PC**

- Dual screen functionality that reverses the script for reflection in the prompt monitor but keeps it the right way round on the PC and Mac.
- Multi-language text and menus with icon-based action buttons.
- Multiple control options.
- Import QStart, doc, .docx, .rtf and .txt files.
- Formatting and search functionality.
- Undo script changes.
- Find and replace tool.
- Ability to set markers in the script and assign keys to them.

**QSTART MAC**

- Dual screen functionality that reverses the script for reflection in the prompt monitor but keeps it the right way round on the PC and Mac.
- Multi-language text and menus with icon-based action buttons.
- Multiple control options.
- Import QStart, doc, .docx, .rtf and .txt files.
- Formatting and search functionality.
- Undo script changes.
- Find and replace tool.
- Ability to set markers in the script and assign keys to them.

**QSTART SOFTWARE**

- Dual screen functionality that reverses the script for reflection in the prompt monitor but keeps it the right way round on the PC and Mac.
- Multi-language text and menus with icon-based action buttons.
- Multiple control options.
- Import QStart, doc, .docx, .rtf and .txt files.
- Formatting and search functionality.
- Undo script changes.
- Find and replace tool.
- Ability to set markers in the script and assign keys to them.
HAVE YOU ALSO SEEN...?

**Ultra-slim monitors and light-weight hoods, ensuring perfect balance with even the smallest cameras, enabling the use of lower capacity fluid heads - 17” is 2kg (4.6 lbs) lighter than Master Series equivalent.**

---

**PROFESSIONAL SERIES TELEPROMPTERS**

The world’s lightest and slimmest high-bright LED backlit teleprompter monitors, ideal for all studio and outside broadcast scenarios. Monitors sport a range of studio features, including in-board cable management, integrated power supply, dimmable tally light and optional SDI input.

---

**MASTER SERIES TELEPROMPTERS**

Ultra-slim monitors and light-weight hoods, ensuring perfect balance with even the smallest cameras, enabling the use of lower capacity fluid heads - 17” is 2kg (4.6 lbs) lighter than Master Series equivalent.

---

**AUTOCUE. THE BROADCAST PROFESSIONALS’ CHOICE FOR OVER 55 YEARS**

Autocue (“QTV” in the Americas) has been the market leader in the provision of teleprompting products and services since the 1950s. We’ve led every major innovation thanks to our unrivalled experience and in-house software and hardware development teams.

With three best-in-class product ranges – Master, Professional and Starter – all designed and custom built in-house, Autocue offer the widest range of teleprompters in the world, catering for any requirement or budget. Within this range we have some unique products, like our IP-based QMaster/ QBox prompting software, which offers in-built redundancy and flexibility, and interfaces to all major third-party newsroom systems, including Avid iNews, ENPS, Octopus, and Dalet.

There are well over 10,000 Autocue systems in use worldwide and a long list of prestigious customers including the BBC, ITV, Sky, CNN, ABC, Fox, NBC, Bloomberg, Doordarshan, Al Jazeera, MBC, and many of the world’s leading politicians and presidents. Whenever you want to use a teleprompter, we will guarantee you the best solution at the best price.

Please contact our sales department on +44 (0) 208 665 2992 or visit www.autocue.com for further information on Autocue broadcast solutions.

---

**LIGHTING**

- LARGE / MEDIUM LED - £349 / £229
- ON-CAMERA LED - £109
- 3/2-HEAD SOFTBOX KIT - £279 / £229
- MOTION PRO - £475
- TRIPODS - £349 / £229

**CAMERA SUPPORT**

- LIGHTING          C AMERA SUPPORT
- LARGE / MEDIUM LED - £349 / £229
- ON-CAMERA LED - £109
- 3/2-HEAD SOFTBOX KIT - £279 / £229
- MOTION PRO - £475
- TRIPODS - £349 / £229

---

www.autocue.com/uk/shop